Simple PCT Families
DEFINITION

A PCT simple family means a patent family relating to the same invention, each
member of which has for the basis of its “priority right” exactly the same originating
application or applications. The family contains at least one PCT application as a
member.
The family includes
a) a PCT member which is considered to be the main representative of the family; it
will always show up in the result list
b) national applications that have specified a prior PCT application;
c) national entry phase records and
d) priority application of the PCT application when unique and first publication
Remarque:
a) US Provisionals:
1. They are only ignored if there is another genuine first filing
2. They are considered if there is no other genuine filing (most common case)
and they generate families with the provisional as a first filing (release 2, US
related references), currently this is found in the 'Other related publications'
family.
b) Republications
Different republications by the same office are considered one single record
containing the latest republication.

1) First filing with the IB, no national priorities
Def: The initial WO filing together with all the subsequent NPEs and national applications
that claim the initial WO as a priority
a)no priority at all
Priorities PCT National Phase Entries Nationals
WO1 NPE1
NPE2
NPE3
NPE4
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WO1

N1

Family: WO1,NPE1, NPE2, NPE3, NPE4,N1
b)WO priority
Priorities PCT National Phase Entries Nationals
WO0

WO1 NPE1
NPE2
NPE3
NPE4

Family: WO0, WO1,NPE1, NPE2, NPE3, NPE4,N1
2) WO with a single priority
Def: a group of WO patent filings that claim the priority of a single filing, including the
original priority forming filing itself together with all the subsequent NPEs and national
applications that claim the WO as a priority.
Example:
Priorities PCT National Phase Entries Nationals
P1

WO1 NPE11
NPE12
NPE13
NPE14

P1

WO2 NPE21
NPE22

WO1

N1

WO2

N2

Family: P1, WO1, WO2, NPE11, NPE12, NPE13, NPE14, NPE21, NPE22, N1, N2

Example:
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Type1: WO with a single US provisional priority. It has 12 members while the corresponding
EP family has 10 members (RU and IN missing)
https://patentscope.wipo.int/search/en/detail.jsf?docId=wo2018049420 (PFM_PCT_ID=3255
423)
https://worldwide.espacenet.com/patent/search/family/059955681/publication/WO201804942
0A1?q=%09WO2018049420

Type2: WO with a single priority identified (or multiple priorities, but only one nonprovisional) This family (PFM_ID_PCT=2868761) has 20 members in our patent families
and 19 in EPO, but the members differ. Our patent family has ID,IN,IR,MY,TH,VN as a
member, while EPO has PL,TR,TW
https://patentscope.wipo.int/search/en/detail.jsf?docId=WO2016096779&_cid=P20-K5FG3975029-1
https://worldwide.espacenet.com/patent/search/family/052133921/publication/WO201609677
9A1?q=2016096779
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EXAMPLES
For the query: EN_TI:("horticultural light device" method) there are 3 families and 8
publications
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You can see the family members when you open up one of the WO applications:
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USAGE

The “Single Family Member” option is visible in the following places:
1) In the result list page, you can refine your query
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2) Advanced Search Form

3) Structured Search Form
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4) You can see the family members of a WO application in the biblio data page
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CPC searchable field
DEFINITION
The Cooperative Patent Classification (CPC) system, in force from 1 January 2013, is a
bilateral system which has been jointly developed by the EPO and the USPTO. It combines
the best classification practices of the two offices.
In PATENTSCOPE, the CPC values are imported from DocDB and national offices as
follows:
•
•
•
•

52 National offices+PCT: gathered regularly from DocDb and the national offices. As
of today, our database contains more than 200 million of CPC entries, which
correspond to more than 40 million of distinct filings.
Search fields: CPC, Classif
The Classif search field is a union of CPC and IPC.
Daily updates

IP5

N. of distinct filings
classified under CPC
classification

US

11,019,736

CN

6,743,607

JP

4,848,323

EP

3,568,744

KR

2,058,568

Fig1. CPC statistics as of February 2020

SAMPLES
For the query: CPC:(Y02A*) the system returns 351k results, which are grouped by family.
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Definition of the Y02A can be found at:
https://www.cooperativepatentclassification.org/cpc/scheme/Y/scheme-Y02B.pdf

USAGE
The CPC searchable field can be found in the Field Combination form or it can be enter
manually in the Advanced Search Form
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